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Hello Friend! 
Welcome to the “Music Marketing: An Introduction 
eBook” powered by YourMusicGigs.com First, since we are 
here talking about marketing, the first thing we should 
mention is networking. That being said, let’s connect on  
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Facebook, Instagram, and Linked IN- OH and chances are if you are receiving 
this, you are registered for our free membership. However, if you are not, you 
can register yourself for free membership in order to gain access to additional 
tools and resources. 

I know it’s a lot to begin with, but networking is huge when it comes to 
marketing success. Consider networking and marketing partners. Networking 
can make or break your marketing game, and visa versa. You can learn more 
about networking in our Music Networking E-Book. However, for right now we 
are starting with music marketing. So you ask yourself, what is music 
marketing? 
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Music Marketing  
“What is Music Marketing Anyways?” 

Music marketing allows people to hear your music and learn how awesome you 
are. It is the action of placing the right product in front of the right people, at 
the right time. The concept is simple, but the strategy is where the art form 
comes into play. When beginning the marketing journey, you will find that you 
are constantly trying out new options and running, or even sprinting down new 
avenues almost every other day, hour, or minute. There isn’t just one way. 
Let me say this again, there never is just one way. There are multiple ways of 
leveraging one, two, or hundreds of marketing strategies that lead to overall 
brand awareness and success. When you finally figure out what works, that’s 
when the real fun begins. 
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Marketing A Necessity? 
“Should I Even Focus on Marketing?” 

If you are a hobby, or bedroom artist, no need to read further. Marketing 
shouldn’t even be a concern of yours. Place your focus on having fun and 
exploring. 

Chances are though, if you are reading this, you were lead here because you are 
looking to leverage marketing in order to gain new fans, new opportunities and 
sell your products. If this is the case, the answer to the question “should I even 
focus on marketing?” would be, HELL to the YES. 

As stated, marketing is a huge component of gaining new fans, gaining access to 
opportunities and selling your products. It allows for individuals to become 
familiarized with who you are and what you and they think you are capable of.  

When you are first beginning your career, you will find that marketing your 
music will take up nearly 50% to 80% of your music time. You may be waking 
up at 3am to the sound of bings, or in the middle of a dinner conversation, 
hiding your phone under the table while you are replying to your fans on social 
media, hoping no one catches you, because you don’t want to be THAT person 
(even though you are.) 

But before you even think to begin your marketing efforts. You need to have a 
product to market. It doesn’t have to be an album, or even a song. That’s right, 
to begin marketing your music, you do not even need sound! To begin your 
music career, you need a brain, you need vision, a voice, reason, and most of all, 
you need to learn how and when to release it to the world. When you release it, 
it then becomes content. 

Think of the term “Thought Process.” Your content is the thought, and 
marketing is the process. 
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Marketing Content 
“What do you mean I don’t need audio to begin marketing?” 

I mean exactly that. You can build the foundations of your music career without 
dropping one sound bite. Who says you need to have a song written or 
completed to begin your marketing journey? If you do, awesome! If you don’t 
have any sound or audio to market yet, no worries. 

Let’s be real though, not everyone wakes up and says, “Self, I am going to be a 
music artist someday, so I should get my marketing game going strong before I 
start to drop my music and have them download and purchase it because they 
already feel like they know me.” However, remember, what is weird to some, is 
history to others. 
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For example, you are strapped for cash, and you can’t afford music equipment, 
studio time, and you don’t have friends in the industry, what can you do? 
Starting your career as a social media figure and building a fanbase may be the 
way to get things started. Am I saying that this is you’re only option if you’re 
broke and don’t have any friends in the music biz, never, but if it works it 
works.  

However, if you are dog walking or serving up drinks on sticky bar tops just so 
you can afford to create audio (or maybe when it comes to money, you got it 
like that), and you want to begin your career with placing the focus on your 
audio as being the content that is marketed, awesome! No way is better than 
the other. They are coexistent in this plethora of  strategical branding- and that 
mi gente, is the beauty of marketing. 

Yes, there are so many different ways to begin your marketing journey, however 
the one thing that remains constant is the fact that you need content, and to 
create content, you need to release your vision which is created by your brain. 
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Online Marketing 
“Where should I begin with online marketing?” 

So this is why this is the introduction to music marketing. I know you would 
love a direct answer, and you are probably going to not like what I have to say 
next- the answer is, I don’t know, and I would be a liar if I told you I did. 

That’s where the consulting part comes into play. I would have to sit down with 
you and understand your brand, your vision, goals, accomplishments, budget 
and additional information in order to even begin to understand what the best, 
immediate and long term solutions would be for your brand’s current state of 
existence. 

YMG Pro Tip: We marketing folk think of our craft as art. A marketing professional should 
begin with asking you questions about your brand before they submit a proposal to you. 
After all, how can someone help to link another brain with your brain if they don’t even 
understand how your brain works?  

If you are interested in a free 15 minute consultation, please feel free to contact us. 

If you would like me to give you some basic ideas of how others have engaged in 
online marketing, please see below: 

1. Social Media: Registering yourself on the proper social media platforms is the 
first step in figuring out the direction in which you should be heading. Keep 
in mind that you DO NOT need to register on every social media platform. 
Some artists only chose to market on Instagram, others only on Facebook. 
Keep in mind who the platform is attracting.  
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In fact, there are some successful artists who do not even choose to market on 
social media at all. These artists have achieved fame in other ways. (Don’t 
knock it, social media avoidance could be another option for you, to reiterate, 
it really depends on your vision.) 

2. Websites: Look for websites that share common interests with you/your 

brand. Websites can include local community websites, genre based 
websites, general music websites, or websites that showcase products in 
which you/your brand uses or are affiliated with. 

3. E-Magazines/Newsletters/Email Blasts: There are some e-magazines that 

specialize in certain products, brands or lifestyles in which they mail out 
emails to their large constituencies. Sometimes this costs money to promote 
in, sometimes there are barters, and sometimes they simply just want to 
showcase your brand. 

4. Online Radio/Podcasts: Search for online radio sites and podcasts that align 
with your brand as well. Example: If you are a ballad artist that wears red a 
lot, and there is a radio show called the “Valentine Day Special,” there may 
be a way to simply get you exposure based off of this cross interest. Sounds 
silly, but there may just be a chance it could work without coming across as 
being too forced. 

 

Offline Marketing 
“What kinds of offline marketing options are there?” 

1. TV: Registering yourself on the proper social media platforms is the first step 

in figuring out the direction in which you should be heading. Keep in mind 
that you DO NOT need to register on every social media platform. Some 
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artists only chose to market on 
Instagram, others only on Facebook. Keep in mind who the platform is 
attracting.  

In fact, there are some successful artists who do not even choose to market on 
social media at all. These artists have achieved fame in other ways. (Don’t knock 
it, social media avoidance could be another option for you, to reiterate, it really depends on 
your vision.) 

2. Radio: Believe it or not, radio stations are a brand as well, and if your brand 

doesn’t align with their current or future business affairs, they’re not 
interested. Yes, no matter how lit your song is, chances are, you are not 
going to make MainStage prime time spots on high earning FM stations 
such as Kiss, Hot, Amp, or Jammin unless you are at high level pop status. 
However, some high earning FM stations may host other shows at different 
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times that spotlight semi high level talent, as well as local and upcoming 
talent. Another suggestion would be to contact college or community FM 
radio stations. If you are interested in learning more about how FM Radio 
works for indie artists, check out my Radio & the Indie Artist EBOOK. 

3. Print Advertising: There are magazines, pamphlets, newspapers, bulletins and 

other print advertisements in which you can take advantage of. You may 
even want to simply print up a tear off of your album and put it up in local 
laundry mats, grocery stores and other business establishments that have 
bulletin boards. 

4. Performances: Be sure to optimize your performances and set up a 

promotional sign or banner that indicates how the viewer can follow or 
contact you. Be also sure to provide your listener with the information of 
how to purchase your latest project or product. 
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5. Word of Mouth: Last, but never least, in fact probably the most effective form of 

advertising is word of mouth. When it comes directly from a source other 

than yourself, it usually results in gold. That being said, get your friends, 
family and neighbors involved! 

 

Marketing & Money 
“How Can I Make Money From Marketing?” 

There are SO SO SO SO many ways to make money in marketing your music. 
The point of marketing is to get your music in places where you can monetize it. 
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But before we get into that, and before you begin promoting any music at all, 
you should: 

1. Performing Music: Register yourself as a Songwriter AND a Publisher (if you 

own all the rights to your music) with a PRO (Performing Rights 
Organization) such as SESAC, BMI, or ASCAP. These companies ensure that 
when you perform, you receive the proper compensation for performing.  

2. Digital Music Distribution: Register your music with a digital music distribution 

service such as TuneCore or CDBaby. The digital music distribution 
companies assist you in getting your music listed in various digital music 
service catalogs such as I-Tunes, Spotify, Amazon, Google Play, etc. 

3. Music Licensing Agency: Register your music with a music licensing company 

such as Rumblefish. This company will monetize your content by searching 
and finding who is using your music, where they are using it, and ensuring 
that you are receiving the proper compensation for their usage. 
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YMG Pro Tip: It is extremely important that you register yourself properly in order to 
ensure that you do not miss out on being paid what is due to you, as well as any future 
legal issues. If you need professional legal assistance in setting this up properly, contact us 
today. 

Basic Marketing 
Tactics 
“What Are Some Basic and 
Effective Marketing Tactics 
I Can Start With?” 

Try some of these tactics 
out: 

A+B Testing: A simple marketing tactic is A + B testing. This is as simple as 

taking two images that you are torn on using for your album cover. Post one of 
the images in one group page on Facebook at Thursday night around 6pm. 
Then post the second image in the same group page the following Thursday 
night around 6pm. See how many likes and views each image receives. Try this 
same method with the same images in another two weeks. See what the 
reactions are again. Maybe you even want to do this in a few different groups. 

Facebook Tagging: Marketing should speak for the product itself. The best form of 

marketing is having others advocate for you. Ask others to post your music on 
their page and tag you in it. Even better, ask if they can tag some friends who 
they think would dig your music, as well as tagging you. This way you can 
appeal to an audience outside of your current one, as well as be aware of who is 
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liking your music, and when. Responding to potential fans and indexing them 
is crucial. You can place this information in an Excel sheet. 

Email Marketing: Write a heart felt email about your music, your vision and your 

goal. Provide a sample of your music to the viewer. If you have gone through 
the registration process (as mentioned above in the Marketing & Money 
section), the link to your music should preferably be a Spotify link (as it 
provides the most current royalties documented to artists, ranking in at paying 
up to .0086 per stream (subject to change.) Ask your recipient if they can share it 
with their network, in support of your goals. 

YourMusicGigs.com provides musicians with resources and connects musicians 
to opportunities. For membership, please visit yourmusicgigs.com/register.  

To speak to a pro, please contact us.
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